A primitive genetic code, composed of a smaller set of amino acids, may have expanded via recursive periods of genetic code ambiguity that were followed by specificity. Here we model a step in this process by showing how genetic code ambiguity could result in an enhanced growth rate in Acinetobacter baylyi.
The genetic code likely evolved from a primitive, smaller group of amino acids to the modern complement of 20 amino acids via a series of ambiguous intermediate codes (7, 17) . According to this hypothesis, each codon block would originally have included a greater number of codons that recursively cycled between ambiguity and specific coding, until eventually the modern codon assignments evolved. This is similar to the ambiguous intermediate theory regarding codon reassignments in genetic codes of modern organisms (15, 16) . This theory posits that new interpretations of the code occur via ambiguous reading of specific codons. It has been experimentally demonstrated with bacteriophage that adaptation to an ambiguous genetic code is possible (2) , and several species of Candida have been shown to ambiguously interpret the CUG codon as Leu and Ser (recently reviewed in reference 10).
The NUN codon block, which is thought to have originally encoded only valine, is one example in which ambiguity is thought to have been important in codon assignments. This codon block incorporated leucine, isoleucine, and methionine into the genetic code, each in successively smaller codon blocks. With the exception of phenylalanine, the NUN-encoded amino acids are structurally similar. (Phenylalanine may have "captured codons" from the NUN block, as a later addition to the genetic code [17] .) Therefore, the cognate aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases would naturally be more permissive towards these related amino acids. Indeed, wild-type isoleucyltRNA synthetase (IleRS) activates valine at a frequency of ϳ1:200, compared with the general error level of translation of ϳ1:3,000 (8, 13, 14) . However, genetic code fidelity is maintained by a distinct hydrolytic editing domain in IleRS, which clears misactivated or mischarged Val-tRNA Ile (5, 6) . In previous work, we explored growth characteristics of Escherichia coli that carries a mutant IleRS that can no longer edit mischarged tRNA (1, 11) . Eleven codons in the editing center of the chromosomal copy of ileS were mutated to encode alanine. The mutant enzyme, IleRS Ala , was stable and fully active for aminoacylation and could not clear Val-tRNA Ile . The mutant allele proved mildly detrimental under most growth conditions.
While the wild-type strain maintained a growth rate advantage, under certain conditions excess Val resulted in an increased yield of viable, editing-deficient cells. However, effects based on yield result in a linear response based on the concentration of nutrients. By comparison, a growth rate effect results in an exponential difference in population sizes. Indeed, the exponential amplification of small differences in growth rates (rather than yields) between genetic variants is the theoretical basis for natural selection. Therefore, we set out to determine whether a growth rate advantage could be obtained for the editing-deficient strain. Towards this end, we considered that a mutation that allows an aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase to expand its substrate range may permit the organism to enter exponential growth, particularly when the cognate amino acid is limiting but the new amino acid is in excess. (The new amino acid would also have to be sufficiently similar to the native amino acid in order for the proteins being synthesized to fold correctly and retain function.) By analogy, adaptation of clonal E. coli to glucose-limiting conditions resulted in two lineages: one that specialized in growth on glucose and one that grew particularly well on acetate, a product of glucose metabolism (12, 18) . Thus, we hypothesized that conditions might exist where an ambiguous genetic code would result in a growth rate advantage (rather than a growth yield advantage) by supplementing a limiting amino acid with a structural analog.
Isogenic strains of Acinetobacter baylyi were constructed essentially as described previously (9) to carry E. coli ileS alleles that were either wild type (ileS Ec ) or editing defective (ileS Ec, Ala ). The native ileS allele and a crucial gene (ilvC) in the isoleucine-leucine-valine biosynthetic pathway were deleted from both A. baylyi strains. (The deletion of ilvC enabled us to exogenously control the supply of branched-chain amino acid.) A. baylyi was grown in microplate wells, and growth curves were generated using a microplate reader to determine the growth rates in parallel for wild-type and editing-defective strains under various conditions of amino acid concentrations in minimal medium, MSglc (1, 11) . A systematic, recursive screen was deployed to identify those conditions that would confer a growth rate advantage on A. baylyi having an ambiguous genetic code. (A. baylyi is naturally highly competent and recombinogenic in culture, especially at the onset of the logarithmic phase of growth. This strain was used in order to allow the potential for recombination in planned, future evolutionary experiments.)
When both isoleucine and valine were limiting (Ile ϭ 30 M; Val ϭ 50 M), growth rates were low and equivalent between editing-defective and wild-type strains (Fig. 1A) (Leu was maintained at 50 M throughout these experiments). However, when the Val concentration was increased 10-fold (Ile ϭ 30 M; Val ϭ 500 M), the editing-defective strain improved its doubling time from ϳ3.3 h to ϳ2.3 h. Titrating Ile back into the medium (Ile ϭ 70 M; Val ϭ 500 M) increased the growth rate of the wild-type strain to give the higher growth achieved by the editing-defective strain. That Val failed to give a growth rate advantage when in such large excess (Ile ϭ 70 M; Val ϭ 500 M) shows that the active site of IleRS retained significant discrimination.
While the observed change in the growth rate may signify a growth rate advantage stemming from genetic code ambiguity, the disparity in concentrations of Ile and Val may activate permeases that better discriminate in favor of Ile, thereby maintaining a more balanced intracellular concentration. In this scenario, the growth rate advantage from excess valine may ultimately result from more-efficient "scavenging" of limiting isoleucine in the medium. Scavenging has been observed in E. coli as an evolved response to long-term growth in medium with a skewed ratio of tryptophan and its structural analog, 4-fluorotryptophan (4).
"Scavenging" can be tested by measuring the relative levels of the two amino acids that are actually incorporated into proteins in the editing-defective and wild-type strains (3, 4) . If the incorporated amino acids are present at constant levels regardless of the amino acid concentration in the medium, then discrimination and scavenging are more likely. However, if increased incorporation of Val into proteins is observed and this correlates with the higher growth rate, then scavenging is ruled out.
The amino acid composition of the cellular proteome was therefore determined (3) . When the growth rates of the bacteria were equivalent, the amounts of valine in the proteome relative to the total valine plus isoleucine were the same between strains (Fig. 1B) . However, when valine was in excess over isoleucine in the medium, the valine content of the total protein expressed by both strains increased, but the difference was 2.5-fold greater for the editing-defective strain (Fig. 1B) . In parallel with the loss of a growth rate advantage, when the Ile concentration was raised from 30 M to 70 M (Fig. 1A) , the excess incorporation of Val dropped back to normal (Fig.  1B) . These results suggest that Val may be substituting for limiting Ile, thereby granting a growth rate advantage.
Genetic code ambiguity can result in a growth rate advantage in correlation with a change in the amino acid content of the proteome. Access to new amino acids, especially to substitute for limiting amino acids, may have been the selective pressure by which the genetic code expanded during the origin and early evolution of living systems. This access could have resulted in the selective advantage required for the evolution of the genetic code in primitive organisms. These results develop the applicability of the ambiguous intermediate hypothesis of genetic code evolution to include the expansion of a primitive, smaller genetic code to the modern set of 20 amino acids encoded in modern organisms. The following conditions were tested: limiting isoleucine and limiting valine (I30V50), dramatically increased valine (I30V500), and further addition of isoleucine to the medium (I70V500). The medium was otherwise MSglc plus 50 M Leu. At the slower growth rate, the doubling time is ϳ3.3 h, while the doubling time at the faster growth rate is ϳ2.3 h. Data are based on at least three independent assays for growth rates of each of two clones, each done in triplicate. (B) At each of these conditions, the total cellular complement of macromolecules was isolated and subjected to amino acid analysis. Fraction Val, pmol Val/(pmol Ile ϩ pmol Val). In order to isolate sufficient material, cultures were grown in flasks rather than in microplates; therefore, the data are not directly from cultures in which growth rates were determined (A). These data were acquired at the Center for Protein Sciences at the Scripps Research Institute and were qualitatively replicated at the Protein Microanalysis Facility at the University of Texas at Austin.
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